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1. Introduction

Let X be a complete non-singular algebraic curve over an algebraically

closed field k of positive characteristic p. Let F: Ox―>Qx be the Frobenius

homomorphism F(a)=ap, and denote the induced /^-linearmap H＼X, Ox)-*

H＼X, Ox) again by F, which is called the Hasse-Witt map. The dimension of

the semi-simple subspace H＼X, Ox)s of H＼X, Ox) is denoted by a(X) and called

the £-rank of a curve X, which is equal to the
jb-rank

of the Jacobian variety

of X.

Let 7t:X-*Y be a /^-cycliccovering of complete non-singular curves over k.

Then the Deuring-Safarevic formula is the following:

o(X)-l + r--=p{o(X)-l+r) (1.1)

where r is the number of the ramification points with respect to x (see Subrao

[10], Deuring [3], Safarevic [8]).

An algebraic curve X, which is not birationally equivalent to P1, is called

an Artin-Schreier curve if there is a /^-cycliccovering iz: X-+P1. Then the p-

rank a{X) of X is immediately known by the above formula, however the rank

of the Hasse-Witt map is not known. In this article,we shall prove the fol-

lowing.

Theorem. Let X be an Artin-Schreier curve defined over an algebraically

closed field k, of positivecharacteristicp. Then the Hasse-Witt map of X is the

zero map if and only if X is birationally equivalent to the complete non-singular

algeraic curve defined by the equation

for some divisorI (7^2) of 6+1.

The Jacobian variety of a curve X is isomorphic to the product of super-

singular elliticcurves if and only if the Cartier operator is the zero map
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(Nygaard [7]). Since the Cartieroperatoris the transpose of the Hasse-Witt

map, our theorem gives the Artin-Schreiercurves whose Jacobian variety is

isomorphic to the product of super-singularellipticcurves.

2. Basic for H＼X, Qx)

Let X be an Artin-Schreier curve, hence there is a ^-cyclic Governing

n : X->P＼ Let k(X) and k(F:) denote the function fields,and we regard kCP1)

as contained in k(Z). The fieldsk(Z) and k(Px) can be expressed in the fol-

lowing :

k(X)^k(x, y) and ＼(Pl)=k(x)

where

y*-y = f(x), f(x)&k(x).

Moreover, we can assume that /(x) satisfiesthe following conditions:

/(*)=
G(x)

(x― ≪i)ei ■･･(x―an)e≫

(2.1)

where

(1) G{x) is a polynomial in k＼_x~＼,

(2) ef's are positive integers prime to p,

(3) oti^a, if /=£/ and G(ai)^0 for z= l, ･･･, n,

(4) deg G(x)―Oi+ ･･･+e7i)=e0 is a positive integer relatively prime to p.

Then the points of P1 which ramify in tz: X~^Pl are exactly {ax, ■■･, an, oo}.

If we denote by Pu ■■■, Pn and Po the points in X lying over au ■■■, an and oo,

then the divisor of the differential dx on X is given by

div (dx)= S (ei+l)(/>-l)Pi-(2/>-(eo+l)(/>-l))P0

Hence the genus g(X) of X is given by the formula

2g(Z)-2=deg (div (dx))= S (et+l)(/>-l)-2/>.

(2,2)

(2.3)

In the sequel, for a real number, a, we denote by [a] the largest integer not

exceeding a. Further we denote by ＼S＼the cardinality of a finiteset 5.

We define finitesets of differentials;

and for each i=l, ■■■, n,
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y＼X Oil) >

Then we have the following

Lemma.

1) |i/0| =
^-(0o-l)(0-l)

2) ＼Hi＼=j(ei+l)(p-l)

3) ＼H0＼+ ＼H1＼+-+＼Hn＼=g(X)

4) U Ht forms a basis for H＼X, Qx).
i=l

Proof. By the conditions defining the set HA, we have

(g,-6-l)j>-l

e0
-l^r^O.
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(2.4)

For each b with 0^b^eo―2, the number of r satisfying (2.4) is given by

Hence we have

Vtb) = [
(fro-e-l)j>-l

e0

6 = 0

eo~2
s

6 = 0

[

]

(eo-b-l)p-ll

e0 J

Since (p, eo)~-=l,the set {(eo―l)p, (eo―2)p, ■■■, 1-p, 0} gives a complete set of

representatives of Z modulo e0Z, hence so does {(eQ―l)p―l, (eo―2)p―l> ･･■,

l-t>―l. 0―11. Therefore we have

e0 e0

It follows that

eo-2='^^eo-b-l)p-l r(eo-b-l)p-ll]

So 6=0I e0 L e0 JJ

|tfol=(eo-l)

=C.-l)^=^i-*V≫_lw.,

(eo-l)j>-l (j>+l)(e,-l)(g,-2)

=o^-(eo-l){2(0o-l)/>-2-(/> + l)(eo-2)}

=i(eo-l)(/>-l).

This completes the proof of 1).
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As the equality in 2) is proved in the same way, we shall omit its proof.

3) is a direct consequence of 1), 2) and (2.3).

As is easily seen, the divisors of the rational functions x, y and x ―at on

X, are given by

div(*)=(*)0-/>/>0,

divOO^V-S^Pt,
i=0

div(x-ai)=p{Pi-P0),

where O)o and (y＼ are the divisors of zeros of x and 3;,respectively. It fol-

lows that

div ( ^ ttX.a)=r(y)o+ S {(ei+lXj-D-rei-a^i

+ {(eo+l)(^-l)-re0+(a-2)j&}Po

div(yrxbdx)=r(y＼+b(x)o+ |2 {(et+lXP-D-reJPi

+ {(eo+l)(p-l)-reo-(b+2)p}Po.

Thus we see that every element in Ht (OgSzfSn) is a holomorphic 1-form. The

n
elements in ＼JHt are linearly independent over k, since otherwise £k(x,y):

k(x)l would be smaller than t>. Thus, bv 3). we get 4).

3. Proof of the theorem

We adopt the same notation as before. Let C: H＼X, QX)-*H＼X, Qx) be

the Car tier operator of X. (For the definition and properties of C, we refer

to Cartier [1], [2] and Seshadri [9].) Then it satisfies

C((fop+fipx+ - +fp-1pxp-1)dx)=fp_1dx , (3.1)

because x is a separable element of k(x, y) over k and any element / in k(x, y)

can be uniquely written in the form

f=fop+fipx+-+fp.1pxP-＼

Since the Cartier operator is the transpose of the Hasse-Witt map F: H＼X,OX]

-^■H'XX,Ox), it sufficesto determine Artin-Schreier curves whose Cartier operator

is the zero map.

Now we shall prove the "if" part. Let X be the curve defined by

yP― V―rl



(3.2)
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where / is a divisorof p+l and 1^2. By the Lemma in the section2, we can

write a basisfor H＼X, Qx) in the following way ;

dx, xdx, ･･･, xs°dx,

yrdx, yrxdx, ■･■, yTxSrdx

where O^r£p-(r+l)/l-l and sr= [/-l-((r+l)/+l)//>]. Then we have

Since yr―{yv―xl)T,we have

where (r)

C(yrxbdx) =c(s(

＼k=0 ＼

r＼yP<r-≫(-Xl)kXbdx}

IIP
2(7) (-l)h/pyr-hC(xlh+bdx)

is the binomial coefficient. To prove that C is the zero map, it is

sufficientto show

C(xlh+bdx)=0

for all r, b and h satisfying

O^r^p-1, 0£h^r and 0£b£sr .

By (3.1), C(xlh+bdx)^0 if and only if lh+b=―l (modp). Suppose there exist

h and b satisfying

O^hS.r^p-1, 0^b£sr

and

lh+b=ip―l

for some i>0. Let p + l=lm. Then we have

and

hence

If h

lh-＼-b=i(lm―l)―l=ilm~i―l<ilm

lh+b+l
p

l(p-l)+l-l
p

z =

h<im ―l and i<l―1

=im―t, t^l, then r^zm―t=h; hence

<l
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b=lt―i―lt^sr^sim-i

=^1-.(<"-'+1>'+1]a,-2.

By (3.2), we have f= l. Then,

lh+b<(im ―l)l+sim^

(*m-l)/+[/-l

f(x)=x" + an
1xn-1+---+a0

As above,

Ho

iml+1

we have

p

^(im―l)l+l-i-2=iml-i-2

<Ciml―i―l=ip―l.

This is a contradiction.Thus we have C(xlh+bdx)=0.

Next we shallprove the "only if" part. Let X be an Artin-Schreiercurve

whose Hasse-Witt map is the zero map; hence the p-rank a(X) is zero. Then

by (1.1),we see that A"is definedby an equation

y*-y=f(x),

where

for n>2 and (w, p)=l

= {yrxbdx＼(eo+ lXp-l)-reo-(b+2)p^O,

forms a basisfor H＼X, Qx). Since

C(yrxbdx)=C{(yp-f)rxbdx)

= S(,) (-l)hlPyr~hC(fhxbdx)

C(fhxbdx)=O (3.3)

for all h, r and b satisfying O^hf^r^p ―1, 0<b^n―2 and

(n+l)(p-l)-(b+2)p-rn>0. (3.4)

By (3.3) with r=0, we have

C(dx)=C(xdx)= ･■･=C(xs°dx)=0

where so=[n ―1―(n+l)/7>]. Since C(xp~1dx)―dx, we must have [n―1―(n+l)/p]

<Lp―2. It follows that nf^p+l noticing that (p, n)=l. Assume n^p; hence

n<p―l. Then there exists /^l such that
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ln + l<p<(l+l)n + l.

Again by (p, n)―l, we have

Therefore we have

deg (fl)=ln,

deg(flx*i)=ln + [n-l-{l+1)"
+ 1

]=(H-l)n-3.
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(3.5)

Suppose p ―l―ln+b, O£b^st. Then we have flxb = xp~1+g(x) where g{x) is

polynomial in k＼_x~＼of degree <p―2; hence we have

C(flxbdx)=dx.

This contradicts to (3.3). Therefore we have

p-l^ln + st+ l=ln + n~2

By (3.5) and (3.6), we have

/>-l=(Z + l)n-2

Thus in any case we have

i.e. p-＼-l=(l + l)n

p + l=ln

for some 17>1. Since (n, p)=l, we can write

f-x≫ + aiXi+ ...+Go

with i^n―2 and

fl = xln+laixi^l-1'n+ ■■■+aol

(1) Assume n^3 and 1^2. If l£i£n-2, then

and

By (3.3), we have

0^n-i-2<n―Z=Si [m-1
(/+l)n+l

p

i+(l-l)n + n-i-2=ln-2=p-l

C(flxn-i-2dx)=(lai)llPdx=Q

Hence / must be of the form

f(x)=xn + a0.

(2) Assume n^4 and 1=1. If 2^it%_n-2, then

0<n-i-2<?i-A=sl =
＼n-l-^1^＼

~ L p A

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)
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i+n―i―2=n―2=p ―l

By the same reason as above, we have

f(x)=xn + aix + ao.

(3) If n =2, then we have

(4) If n=3 and /

f(x)=x2+aQ.

=1, then we have p―2 and

f(x)=x3 + a1x-＼-a0･

On the other hand, the curves defined by

yP-y = xP +l+ ax+b, (d,b(Ek),

are isomorphic to each other and all the curves defined by

yP ―y ―xn + a , (flGfe),

are isomorphic to each other. This completes the proof.
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